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Notes from workshops 

 

 

 

What good practice look like (Brainstorm) Bold = key issues 

 Is it better to not to cut at all or cut and leave (NB probably the latter!) 
 Prescriptive wording needed for contractors (for mowing) 
 Need structural diversity across the verge – a mosaic of habitats including element of shade 
 May need to consider specific species needs  - e.g. adders 
 Need for refuge areas (from cutting) for reptiles and/or time and method (work from roadside 

inwards) of cuts to allow reptiles to move 
 Removal of cuttings represents the optimum for biodiversity 
 Simplicity of messages important when dealing with contractors 
 Knowledge sharing with contractors is essential 
 Need for accreditation scheme for contractors? 
 Share contractors schedules with interested parties 
 Maximise activities to similar time window 
 Engaging with stakeholders 
 Scope for rotational management across verge and across geographical areas (strategic approach)  

– i.e. temporal variety of management & timings 
 Better communication to general public in relation to management for biodiversity  to aid 

understanding 
 Need for case studies on best practice management for verges with woodland flora  
 For new verges, timing of cut in year following establishment is an issue  
 Need to consider most appropriate machinery for cutting newly established verges 
 Timing and frequency of cutting to optimise biodiversity value 
 Need for buffer land t minimise negative impacts of adjacent intensive grassland/arable 
 Herbicide drip from tractors using rural lanes may be an issue 
 How to stop/persuade farmers from cutting verges at inappropriate times (no powers in Highways 

legislation) 
 Slubbings from roadside ditch management may get dumped on verges with negative impacts 
 Consider methods for assisting movement of species to cross verges 
 Ensure connectivity of verges to other wildlife habitats 
 Use of yellow rattle f(or red bartsia?) for reducing verge biomass 
 Monitoring of management to see if delivering the desired biodiversity outcomes (need to be clear 

what the objectives are) – need to develop rapid methods as monitoring can be resource intensive 
 Need for joined up working between verge key stakeholders and rest of farmed environment 

 

Barriers & solutions? 

 Cost of arisings removal – possible use of biodiversity offsetting money, Community Infrastructure 
levy, Planning gain,S. 106 agreements, View as a resource rather than a problem, tie costs to long-
term needs (climate change etc), seek win-win solutions e.g.  biomass harvesting & energy 
generation,  

Workshop A: How to mow for maximum biodiversity 



 Lack of consensus over biodiversity priorities (flora, fauna) – having clear understanding of the 
main biodiversity priority for particular verges which may require some knowledge of the biodiversity 
value of verges in a geographical/local area, more targeted advice rather than one size fits all 
approach, scope for provision of habitat mosaics on wider verges, use of hedges as buffers from 
adjacent intensive farming, landscape scale approach – look at verges at a larger scale to deliver 
needs for different habitat/species features 

 Engineers don’t have ecological appreciation – promote understanding and engender public 
interest, ensure have good evidence of biodiversity benefits 

 Lack of access to machinery at the right time – access to machinery rings etc to allow optimum 
cutting regimes 

 Mowing management for biodiversity may not be palatable to some stakeholders – seek 
community buy-in campaigns, education (talks, written material, social media), knowledge hubs  

 Proactive road verge projects funded by charitable Trusts, HLF etc may only may be time-
limited so how to prolong beyond project lifespan – need for legacy plan 

 New verges – expecting very quick results – start with appropriate showy species (e.g. kidney 
vetch) then introduce other typical species – solutions also as for 4th bullet` 

 Health & safety – devise best practice guidance & templates – seek pragmatic middle ground 
 Ecologist too purist – ensure advice is context appropriate, understanding practical constraints, 

goals may need to differ – urban v rural 
 How to manage verges on slopes – explore bespoke management/machinery  
 Unrealistic expectations of floral diversity – certain verges may be perceived as ‘dull’ 
 Issue of local provenance of seed for new verges – consider green hay option from local 

species-rich verges 
 Local Authority Councillors – education & public engagement, need for local member champion 

Feedback  

a) Good practice 
 Maintaining structural diversity across the verge 
 Cut and collect should be seen as the optimal management 
 Achieving good stakeholder engagement and dialogue – e.g. Local Authorities and their contactors, 

engineers etc 
b) Barriers & solutions 
 Cost & resources – seeking opportunities through Net Gain, offsetting, formalising in local 

development plans 
 Cultural including perceptions – securing more local community involvement 
 Understanding what is needed – where and how to prioritise – better local knowledge of the road 

verge resource 

  



 

 

What good practice look like: Brainstorm Bold = key issues 

 Cut Mid-august to end September 
 Cut & collect 
 Advocate seeding short-growing plants? 
 Flexible mowing regimes 
 Gathering better data as a baseline 
 Don’t just listen to the loudest voice 
 Evidence-based management 
 Engage the public 
 Have beautiful verges – aesthetics to bring public on board 
 Increase public understanding 
 Work with contractors on the ground 
 Remove pesticides 
 Local experts 
 Higher level cuts in urban areas 
 Increased capacity to remove litter from the environment 
 Space for both recreation and biodiversity 
 Integration of scrub and trees 
 Don’t mow beneath tree canopy 
 Tidy edges – public view and ease for tidying dog fouling 
 Support local/individual efforts & local decision making 
 Communicate the benefits for noise and air pollution 
 Better understanding of water pollution & SUDS (sustainable drainage systems) 
 Evidence-based mapping to target ‘issue areas’ e.g. for litter 
 Restoration of areas of verge following highways work should use native wildflower mixes as 

standard (not just grass seed) 

Barriers and solutions? 

 The public’s perception may misinterpret management and feed into political appointments –
i) Educate the Councillors and make public clear on what wildlife management looks like ii) Contact 
Councillors/MPs – Plantlife open letter? 

 Long-term contracts and financial penalties to changing these – i) Need to make these 
flexible? ii) Better contract management iii) Getting specialist input into contract decisions NB 
Prescriptive – a positive or a negative? 

 Contractor trains – i) simplify messages ii) Transparent chain of instructions and action plans iii) 
Technology iv) Better understanding of how communications between levels work 

 Engaging the public – 
i) Lessons from ‘caring for God’s acre’ and green space management  
ii) Have flexibility for some regimes so as not to alienate sections of society 
iii) Regular cuts of edge strips 
iv) ‘Friends of …..’ groups and local ownership 
v) Volunteers and partnership working 
vi) Signs and communications/social media accommodating for different community groups 
vii) Communication of multiple benefits (health, wellbeing, social)  
viii) Cater for different groups and engage with schools 
ix) Having a plan from the start 
x) Free seed packs 

Workshop B: Urban verges 



xi) Engage Parish Councils and engender civic pride.e.g. via competitions 
xii) Adopting a verge 
xiii) Be visionary and link with wider contexts and movements 

 Pesticides – i) Change practices ii) IPM techniques iii) Health & Safety 
 Removal of arisings (including contamination issues) – i) composting, local allotments (?) ii) 

use as tree mulch iii) Re-branding ‘waste’ ; habitat piles iv) ‘tidy’ piles 
 Perception of short vs long-term costs – staff resources, short-term contracts - 

i) Political will in a climate crisis  
ii)  Buy kit under project and lease out to contractors 
iii) machinery /equipment sharing  
iv) Successful case studies particularly from similar sectors 
v)  Good evidence and baseline data 

 Source of green hay crops – Links to farmers, NGOs, industry & individual projects 

Feedback  

 Perception of short-term costs vs long term savings – one solution may be development of 
machinery rings and sharing of equipment 

 Getting people on board – ensure people see there is a plan 
 Better understanding of how communications work between Local Authority officers, contractors, 

engineers etc 
 Start with simple messages 
 Engage ecologists at the contract stage 

  



 

 

What good practice look like. Brainstorm Bold = key issues 

 Visibility/colour display – as a sell for tourism 
 Sharing of information e.g. costs associated with cut & collect – feasibility reports  
 Green agenda – pressure and influencing political will 
 Target the top of hierarchies  
 Make it translatable – find the overlaps in key messages/asks 
 Work on the messages – break it down, unpack it, make understandable, back to basics 
 Emotional connection, social aspects, community to maintain project and give momentum to 

future projects 
 Making it all joined up 
 National projects setting good examples 
 Making links – network of local and national organisations/agencies all working from same ‘hymn 

sheet’ and sharing case studies/lessons learned 

Barriers and solutions? 

NB there are 2 different business cases –i) in house and ii) contractor 

 “Only” changing management (not notified if not a project) –  
i) Publicity/communications to explain why so important and explains wins 
ii) Frame it as a project – get momentum behind it 
iii) Make language engaging – make it attractive and get communications people involved 

 Not engaged with delivering changes - Foster pride and ownership in projects 
 Waste handling (kit) – sharing information/linked up networks of contractors (get correct waste 

codes) 
 Resistance to changing management regime + costs as a barrier and perceptions regarding 

change –  
i) marketing/communications in era of green agenda/climate emergency 
ii) social benefits 
iii) attractive verges and features ‘people want to see it’ 

 Lack of financial resources to invest in changing management/buying kit – 
i) Understanding costs/financial gains – incentives 
ii) Partnerships approach (of organisations including Local Authorities and farmers 

 Working towards implementing net gain – road verges readily-available asset to 
improve/enhance via biodiversity offsetting 

 Improving biodiversity not accepted as good enough reason –  
i) Tag biodiversity onto projects with other focus 
ii) Working towards key targets in 25 year environment plan – also net gain 

 Why should I fund this? – 
i) Corporate/civic social responsibility 
ii) Network with HE where landscape management responsibility e.g. university campuses 
iii) Make verges/mini-meadows showcases to celebrate 
i) Neat & tidy ethic and reluctance to change  
ii) Give people permission to own the win 
iii) Involve champions in projects – a voice to celebrate wins and monitor progress 
iv) Local management 

 What happens after end of project/contract? – invest in legacy of project 
 Things going wrong during projects – Details /specifications in contracts, pride and responsibility 

Workshop C: The business case – learning from other sectors 



Feedback  

 Consider what else is motivating verge managers 
 Changing road verge management can contribute to heading off climate change emergency 
 Road verges and management may offer solutions to other problems & responsibilities 
 Need to talk a different language – tabloid rather than broadsheet! 
 Understanding supply chain mechanisms for utilising arising’s such as in anaerobic digesters 
 Need some case studies as there are different models of verge management across different Local 

Authorities 

  



 

What good practice look like: Brainstorm Bold = key issues 

 Influencing Local Council policies 
 Need to link to other drivers – e.g. Biodiversity duties 
 Form links with local landowners and other managers of rural verges 
 Simple clear messages for public digestion 
 Some of what we need to do in terms of verge management for wildlife is actually quite 

simple 
 Managing expectations – especially of Local Authority managers and leaders – we are on a journey! 
 What people think of as ‘good’ is changing quite rapidly 
 Good communications  
 Presentation of any changes in approach to verge management to the public 
 Whatever we do must be ‘reasonably’ acceptable 
 Who is the messenger? Highways England & Cumbria Wildlife trust example 
 Start small - public support essential 
 Understand the audience & peoples motivations – does it work for them? 
 Solutions need to be context appropriate 
 Politicians – vote winner? 
 Young people – need to get them on board – role of street art? 

Barriers and solutions? 

 Verges not viewed as assets by policy makers, engineers – communications plus all 
organisations working together – joint messages, AWARDS! 

 Any change often viewed as compromising road safety – Reducing fertility – less to cut in first 
place 

 Contracts and contractors – ‘Fence to fence’ remake 

 Traffic Management – booking road space – When road surfaces and bridges are repaired, is 
this the time to get in and strip verges of topsoil, or to reset the ecological clock to zero? We need to 
tie in wildlife gain on road verges with cyclical maintenance programmes 

 What happens in theory is very different in practice - Communications 

 Divided opinion – Accept it! Communications – early and ongoing 
 ‘Best kept village’ issue – include biodiversity management into objectives  
 Adjacent land managers not on board – Communications 
 Fear of unknown – Communications, education 
 Not enough volunteers who have time 
 Governments 25 year Environment Plan – Single voice for verges (NE?), knowledge sharing 

 Lack of aspiration and potential vision – Facebook group? 

Feedback 

 Simple messages (ecology is a complex subject!) 
 Majority of public needs to be on board with what we are doing 
 Need effective communication  - multimedia 
 Messages need to be context appropriate – motorway, rural verges etc 
 No one size approach fits all (Plantlife guide recognises scale) 

Workshop D: Getting people on board – public, volunteers, authorities 

 



 Need to influence contactors to change what they are doing 
 25 year Environment Plan may be a framework for keeping the momentum going 

 How do we keep in touch – need for a single voice for road verges (more thinking required) 

Richard Jefferson 

30th September 2019 


